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Money Issue: CMS Said Ending
HIPAA Transaction Grace Period

Payments Slower If Non-Compliant

As we were going to press, we received word that CMS has
instructed carriers and intermediaries to lengthen payment cycles
for non-HIPAA Compliant claims from a 14-day wait for Medi-
care reimbursement to 28 days effective July 1.

Our source on this is Paul Tunnecliff, registration coordi-
nator at the HIPAA Summit.  He promises additional information
at the Eighth National HIPAA Summit, March 7-9 at the Balti-
more Waterfront Marriott, Baltimore, Md.

 The HIPAA Transaction and Code Set Rule was supposed
to have gone into effect in September, but allowed extra time,
because everyone was so far behind.

Editor’s Notes...
HIMSS Conference: More Happening Than Ever

Never admit confusion in print, they tell green reporters.
But I’m a few autumns past green, so here it is: I felt squashed by
the overwhelming wealth of news at this year’s HIMSS conference.

Health care IT is hot, and still heating up:

• Six weeks before the HIMSS meeting, the President put
healthcare IT into his State of the Union Address.  Suddenly, after
years of laboring in hospital basements at jobs their own mothers
don’t understand, healthcare IT professionals are suffering the
mixed blessing of Washington peering over one’s shoulders.

• Government intervention into health care IT used to mean
FDA regulation of blood bank and lab systems.  That’s still hap-
pening, but now it’s more about HIPAA and plans to both push for
and meddle in new clinical technology.

• For the first time, the public press is widely covering
stories about local health care IT disasters (we’ve been telling you
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this was coming) and making the likes of health
care bar coding sound as easy as barcoding a box
of cereal.

• Everyone in health care is still pleading
poverty.  That’s true for some, but collectively, it’s
a smart fib from health care CEOs who have long
since learned this hard lesson: that what Washing-
ton giveth, Washington taketh away a minute later
-- but here’s a telling set of statistics: for over a
decade starting in the early 1990s, the number of
hospitals in the U.S. had been in decline.  How-
ever, that trend has reversed: the latest Hospital
Blue Book from Billian says 17 hospitals closed
the prior year -- and 206 new ones opened.

At this HIMSS conference, six weeks after
the President made health care IT a national --
what?  Priority?  Fad?  We’ll have to see -- the
question has evolved into this: can clinical IT
systems live up to Presidential and public expecta-
tions, and those of the caregivers who have to use
them? --Suzanne Corrales, Editor

HIMSS Survey: Budgets, Big
Shopping Lists Top Concerns

More healthcare IT budgets are rising than
last year, said respondents to the 2004 HIMSS
survey.  That’s not surprising, following (as IT
usually does) a couple of years of improving
hospital finances, and is likely to continue, since
health care insurance premiums (a precursor to
improvements in hospital revenue) continue to rise
as well.

The bad news: expectations don’t match
the money.  Why?  Too many competing concerns.
After years of hospitals putting off or minimizing
capital expenditures, the shopping list is bigger,
and new applications must complete with costs of
meeting HIPAA compliance standards.

That’s what we read into the results of the
15th annual HIMSS Leadership Survey, spon-
sored by Superior Consultant Company.

In survey results from 307 top hospital and
health system  information technology executives,
nearly 60% of respondents said their budgets
would increase by at least 6%, compared with
51% in 2003.

 But how do you both “push out on clini-
cal systems” and “work on HIPAA privacy and
security,” wondered hospital CIO Mark
Brookman in a HIMSS conversation with us.
“There’s just a tension there, said Brookman, of
242-bed Margaret R. Pardee Memorial Hospital,
Hendersonville, N.C.

Asked to identify their top application
priorities, 52% checked bar- coded medication
management, 52% marked electronic medical
record systems, and 52% marked clinical informa-
tion systems.

 Physician Order Entry Declines A Few Points

Only 50% mentioned computer-based
physician order entry, a marked decline from last
year’s 64%.  That’s no “drop-off in commitment,”
but rather a recognition that other clinical systems
are demanding attention too, said Charles
Bracken, an executive with Superior Consultant
Company, which sponsors the annual survey.

HIMSS Chairman David Garets sees it a
hair differently.  People are not “turned off” to
CPOE, but they are recognizing that there’s “all
this stuff” they have to accomplish before it makes
sense.  They need nursing documentation, physi-
cian documentation, and automated medication
administration systems before it makes sense, he
said.  “They’ll get to it but its not a first priority
anymore.”

Other changing IT priorities:

• Implementing wireless systems was a
concern for 37%, compared with 20 percent in
2003.
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• Process redesign was a priority for 32%
compared with 16% in 2003.

• Training personnel to use systems was a
priority for 26% compared with 15% in 2003.

• Patient satisfaction has risen sharply in
importance.  It was a big issue for just 26% of
respondents in 2003, but jumped to 44% in 2004.

• Internal security breaches are also
grabbing the attention of HIMSS executives.  A
solid 55% identified this concern in 2003, and it
jumped to 65% mentioning it in 2004. Only 18%
worried about external breaches.  The difference,
Mr. Garets said, is that the tools for keeping
invaders out are “really good”; protecting against
internal misuse is tougher.

Top barriers to IT implementation:

 Little has changed.  Since 1998, the
biggest barrier has been lack of money.  In 1997,
the question was phrased differently, and money
finished third, behind lack of a strategic IS plan
and “difficulty finding and maintaining a good
technical staff.”

 Outsourcing is stagnant:

Since 2001, about 70% of organizations
have outsourced some portion of their IT opera-
tions.  19% outsource application development in
2004; the figure was 18% in 2001.

HIMSS Meeting: It Was Big, Like It
Was In  Vendors’ ‘Last Good Year’

The last time there were as many people
at the annual HIMSS meeting as at this year’s in
Orlando, Fla., was 1998, which consultant Ron
Johnson of R.L. Johnson & Associates calls “the
last really good year” for healthcare information
technology sales.

By mid-morning on opening day, 19,200
had registered, said HIMSS CEO Stephen Lieber.
Slightly fewer than 8,000 were attendees (that is,
not exhibit staff or press); of those, 2,800 were

CEOs, CFOs, CIOs, or other top health care
executives.

The number of exhibitors was 715, up 4%
over last year’s 686, but they occupied 290,000
square feet (6-2/3 acres), 15% more than last
year.  The numbers of vendors selling wireless
systems and electronic health records seemed to
comprise much of the increase.

One more stat: it was the best-run HIMSS
conference we’ve attended, judging by what we
saw and heard.

HIMSS Booth Traffic--A Sampling

A favorite games of HIMSS show-watch-
ers: figuring out whose booths are busiest.  If it
could be done accurately, it could tell which
systems and vendors are hot, which are not.

This year, we decided to try our hand at a
snapshot.  We chose a 10-minute period begin-
ning at 2 p.m. on Wednesday, the next-to-last day.
This was just as the exhibit hall was closing.  The
theory was that people who stick around after
closing are there on serious business.  We scored
booths  Low for low traffic or empty, Medium for
a medium range, High for a lot of traffic for the
booth size.  It’s only a sampling,  of course, but
here’s what we saw:

Cerner High
GE Medical Medium
Misys Medium
Per-Se Low
Meditech High
Epic High
Eclipsys High
SCC Soft High
Allscripts High
IDX High
Siemens Medium
Lawson Medium
Peoplesoft Low
McKesson High
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Given that it was at closing, vendors we
looked at first in the 10-minute walk-through had
an advantage over those we looked at late.
McKesson was the last, and its booth was still
hopping at 2:10.

HIMSS Announces New Business

As expected, the Healthcare Information
and Management Systems Society (HIMSS) has
announced creation of a data services company
for healthcare information technology interests
(IHC, 2/23/04).  HIMSS said it is considering
options for the company ranging from “including
exploration of relationships with existing data
services organizations to building a new enter-
prise.”  The scope of the news business should be
decided by summer.

The business will build on the foundation
of the Solutions Toolkit, which HIMSS described
as a Web-based data mining tool.  The Toolkit is
currently supported with data from Gartner
Group, KLAS Enterprises, Solucient, and Sheldon
Dorenfest’s Integrated Healthcare Systems Data-
base.  We reported in our 2/23/04 issue a rumor
that HIMSS was considering buying Mr.
Dorenfest’s database as part of the system.  Nei-
ther HIMSS nor Mr. Dorenfest categorically
denies the rumor, but two sources indicate that
HIMSS may have something less dramatic in
mind, such as licensing or acquiring a portion of
the information.

Bar Coding Rule Paves Way for New
Medication Administration Software
Blood Bar Coding Rules Also Adopted

The final federal rule on barcoding re-
quires manufacturers to barcode labels of most
over-the-counter and prescription drugs by April
26, 2006.  It imposes no new obligations on
health care providers, but it does paves the way
for a technology that will be highly visible to
patients and to the public.

A key advantage the government sees in

bar codes: they will have a drug’s National Drug
Codes number, which the feds say is usually
linked to underlying databases with information
on dosage recommendations, routes of administra-
tion, and other relevant data.  The government
also issued a rule concerning bar code labeling of
blood and blood products intended for transfu-
sion; this article focuses on the pharmacy side.

The rule backs off from some tough
provisions of the March, 2003 proposed rule.  It
opens the door to allowing some drugs to go
without bar codes.  It also encodes less safety data
than some patient safety experts had hoped for.

Product lot number and expiration date
can be encoded, but that isn’t mandated.  The rule
gives manufacturers the choice of either of two
available Universal Product Numbering (UPN)
standards -- leaving some care providers still
uncertain about what steps to take.

Still, most care providers will probably
greet the rule as a big first step forward.

Already, most barcode-driven medication
administration systems use bar codes to verify that
the right patient is receiving the right medication,
and flash alerts for mismatches.  These systems
are widely believed to dramatically decrease
medication administration errors.  A press release
at the 2004 HIMSS show, for example, claimed a
67% decrease in dosing errors at Beloit Memorial
Hospital using a wireless mobile bar code system
by a company called Care Fusion, of McLean, Va.

Care providers have been slow to adopt
bar-coded meds software because most drugs
arrive at hospitals without barcodes and because,
while useful, these systems can be time-consum-
ing for nurses.  The government estimates that the
productivity loss in nursing wards is 1% to 5%,
but nursing executives tell us it’s likely to be
higher, especially in the early going.
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Another problem is that some studies
conclude that the most dangerous medication
errors occur in ordering, not administration.
Barcoding won’t help with those.

The 2004 HIMSS survey showed a big
decline in interest in barcoding technology (over-
all--that may not necessarily mean in medication
administration systems): 70% of respondents said
they were using barcoding in one or more depart-
ments 2003, but only 53% said so in 2004.  The
implication seems to be that many tried barcoding
systems and found them unsatisfactory.  The
government said that less than 1% of organiza-
tions have implemented bar coded medication
management systems.

However, bar-coded medication manage-
ment systems tied in the HIMSS survey with
electronic medical record systems and clinical
information systems as the most important appli-
cations cited by CIOs for the next two years.

Technology Considerations.  A standard
called EAN.UCC is more widely used for
barcoding and has defined data structures.  How-
ever, the other, from HIBCC, is considered safer
because it is alphanumeric and therefore allows
for literally encoded information.  Both are ANSI
accredited.  The printout must be a linear bar
code.  That also allows for two approaches, one
called “RSS-14,” the other “RSS-14 stacked.”
The latter lets manufacturers break the code into
two lines, but can require scanner reprogramming.

The Feds resisted pressure to support other
approaches.  Some advocates wanted two-dimen-
sional symbologies, which would fit better on very
small packages.  Others wanted radio frequency
identification chips.  Still others sought approval
for proprietary products.

The rules allow many exceptions.  Pre-
scription drugs shipped directly from the manu-
facturer to the patient do not have to be barcoded;
nor do radiopharmaceuticals or medical gases.

The rules leave open the possibility of
additional exceptions, but the Feds say they’ll be
stingy with them.

However, the Feds rejected a view which
has strong evidence behind it in the medication
error studies: that a certain few drugs account for
most of the dangers.  “We will not consider
written requests (for exceptions) that are based on
other reasons, such as financial reasons... (or) a
claim that the product is somehow unique such
that medication errors do not occur or rarely
occur.”   “...Almost all drug products are capable
of bearing and should in fact bear, a bar code,”
the government said.

Additional information: The government
expects the rule to save $93 billion over 20 years,
and to help prevent nearly 500,000 adverse events
and errors, including blood transfusion errors.
Fewer than 50 of the nation’s 5,040 hospitals now
use barcode-driven medication administration
systems, the Feds say.  Here’s a guess: many of
those are VA hospitals.

Bridge Medical Systems, Camp Hill, Pa.,
offers one of the most highly regarded bar code
administration systems;  GE, Siemens, McKesson,
and others also have products.

Outsourcing, DoneTo Save $$ And
Make Costs Predictable, Often Doesn’t
Your Contract Is Your Only Control

Outsourcing IT means losing control of it.
Your contract is your only way to assert your
authority.  So write it carefully.  That’s the take-
home message from a HIMSS talk by Chicago
attorney Dennis J. Gallitano.

The 2004 HIMSS Leadership survey says
70% of organizations outsource at least one IT
function and 53% outsource 2 to 4.

In prior issues, we’ve analyzed vendor
outsourcing agreements -- and published news
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about lawsuits over outsourcing problems.  We
took in Mr. Gallitano’s session because from what
we’ve seen, outsourcing contracts are often
disorganized and uneven in their levels of detail.

Most organizations outsource to save
money and to keep costs predictable, Mr.
Gallitano said.  Quite logical--you trade the
vagaries of day-to-day operating costs for a fixed
monthly payment.  However, he said...

“In my experience it usually doesn’t work
that way.”

Vendors find reasons to increase your
costs over time.  Then, eventually, outsourcing is
costing you more than the old system did, but
you’re stuck: you not only have lost the qualified
staff (usually to the vendor), but you’re also glued
to a contract crafted by a vendor that did a much
better job protecting itself than you did of protect-
ing your organization.

Lesson #1 from Mr. Gallitano: write the
contract yourself, based on your needs and on
your RFP.

Does this sound like a lawyer trolling for
clients?  Of course it is.  But Mr. Gallitano and
several other HIS attorneys around the country
are old pros with more years of experience dealing
with HIS vendor contracts than your local hospi-
tal attorney has days at it.

 More often than not, people are bitten not
by what is in their contracts and RFPs, but by
what is missing from them, Mr. Gallitano said.

For example: you can’t anticipate every
service you might need under an outsourcing
contract.  But the experienced outsourcing vendor
probably can.  So your RFP and contract should
call for the vendor to perform “all services”
necessary to perform the function in question.
Such a clause is “very difficult to get” in a con-
tract, he said, but is worth fighting for.

A vendor is likely to say it can’t figure out
what all services are.  So invite the outsourcer to
come into your organization for two or three
months prior to your cut-off date, to learn enough
to provide intelligent estimates.

He also suggests putting into your RFP a
clause requiring the vendor to report its costs in
fulfilling the terms of your outsourcing deal,
which can be a valuable tool in price negotiations.
Mr. Gallitano discourages health systems from
answering corresponding vendor questions on
costs.  That encourages the outsourcer to bid
based on what the traffic will bear rather than
actual costs.

Other tips:

• Don’t defer important topics until the
deal is signed.  Disaster recovery is an example
of a service many vendors would rather talk about
later.  Ideally, you will already have a disaster
recovery program with a price attached to it.  In
that event, tell the vendor “you need to match
this.”

• Don’t sign an exclusivity commit-
ment.  As a substitute, he offers “the right of first
opportunity” (that is, you agree to give the
outsourcing firm the first shot at your new busi-
ness).  You can also offer volume commitments,
which protect the vendor from an agreement to do
an unsustainable amount of business.

• The vendor will push for as long an
agreement as possible; you want 3-4 years
with the right to renew vested in you.  If the
vendor offers significant financial incentives for a
longer deal, your response should depend on how
experienced you are with outsourcing and with
that particular vendor.

• Service level agreements should be
linked to payments.  If you get less service, you
should be charged less money.  How much less?
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Enough to get the vendor’s attention.  If your
agreement calls for 99.7% up time, and you’re
only getting 92-93%, you need the ability to
significantly reduce payments.  Link payment
reductions to the vendor’s profit margin; if your
system functionality falls to a certain level, the
vendor doesn’t deserve a profit.

• Seek software functionality warran-
ties in your outsourcing contract just as you
would with an application contract.

• Include detailed provisions for disen-
tangling.  Don’t forget to include the
transitioning of your employees back to you.
Dennis Gallitano, (312) 368-3400.

McKesson: Pamela Pure Era Starts

  “It’s no longer about the product,” said
Pamela J. Pure, who takes over as chief operating
officer of McKesson Information Systems when
Graham King retires April 1.  Technology is “no
longer the inhibitor.”  The difference among
vendors is “services and relationships,” said Ms.
Pure, whose 20-year HIS management career has
included marketing executive positions at SMS
and IDX as well.

That’s not a surprise.  Coming from
McKesson Corp., which has done a heroic job of
reviving the customer support shambles left by the
former HBOC, but which still seems to be strug-
gling to get key pieces of its new-generation
clinicals out the door, her reasoning makes sense.

Cerner and Eclipsys, which have had their
newer-generation clinicals with physician order
entry systems running and selling for some time,
would likely see it a bit differently.  But for
clients who missed it and for competitors, here’s
what McKesson had to say:

• Horizon Physician Portal, a Web-based
browser for MD clinical applications, is catching
fire. Ms. Pure said there were 300,000 log-ins in

all of 2003 -- but that’s up to 725,000 per month
this year.

• McKesson announced a new product
called “Horizon Patient Portal.”  The system is
close to its go-live date at 350-bed Grand River
Hospital, Ontario, Canada.  In its first use, the
system will let breast cancer patients check
treatment protocols, request prescription refills,
and contact care team members.  With patients
able to self-monitor against on-line treatment
protocols, Grand River officials hope to reduce
call and visit loads and improve outcomes.

In a second phase, patients will be able to
check their lab test results on line, said CIO Glen
Kearns.  Grand River expects to interface Patient
Portal to McKesson Star ADT and clinical appli-
cations, through Grand River’s existing
McKesson Physician Portal, which should spare
the hospital the work of adding additional inter-
faces.   “That’s a huge advantage for me,” said
Mr. Kearns.

• McKesson  has “no current plans” to
sunset any products.  That said, the vendor has
recently rebuilt its materials management systems
“from scratch,” and plans to “aggressively mar-
ket” to get clients on to newer products.

• “About 85%” of what McKesson calls
“new sales” are coming from McKesson’s existing
customers, Ms. Pure said.  When it acquired
HBOC in 1999, McKesson Corp. inherited “a
number of product that didn’t work,” she said.
McKesson then eliminated its new business sales
team, she said.  The team revived about two years
ago.

• McKesson’s claims to be “significantly”
ahead of its competitors in terms of compliance
with HIPAA transaction and code set rule.
McKesson was ready to send and receive claims
two years ago, but fell behind because payers
weren’t ready to test transactions until last sum-
mer, she said.  McKesson then ordered “manda
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tory ‘round the clock overtime” until last fall,
when the Feds backed off on the deadline.   She
said McKesson’s Dubuque, Iowa  claims clearing-
house processes and sends “more claims than any
other clearinghouse in the country.”

• McKesson will “continue to look at
opportunities” to acquire new products, but only
if they are “a good strategic fit.”

Heard On The Grapevine...
...Whispered In the HIMSS Exhibit Hall...

...that Meditech Magic has been dis-
placed by Quadramed Affinity at a medium-size
hospital in northwest Indiana.  If that’s true, it is
the first Meditech displacement we know of, and
a huge score for Quadramed.

...that a hospital CIO has successfully
interfaced Cerner clinicals with Meditech
financials.  We’re checking with the CIO for
details and to make sure it’s OK to release his
name.

...that DOD’s presentation on implement-
ing an electronic health record was so full, some-
one actually hung a “Closed” sign on the door.  If
the federal bureaucracy and its pet contractors
have actually done a better job than real private-
sector HIS vendors, that would deserve a packed
house.  Or might the DOD session have been
closed for perceived security needs?

   ...that Philips Medical Systems will try
to hire up to 100 people over the next year to
install the Epic System at sites of fewer than 450
beds under their co-marketing deal (IHC, 11/17/
03).  The catch: installers must first spend 6-12
months in Madison, Wis., to train with the pros
from Epic.  It can be nippy there in midwinter.

 Siemens Has New R&D Partner

For weeks, we have been hearing spo-
radic, unconfirmed rumors of layoffs at Siemens
Medical Solutions.  We think we may finally get
what has been going on.

Since 2003, Siemens has been working on
a joint venture with development partner
Dragerwerk of Lubeck, Germany, to build acute
care clinical applications.  Drager Medical AG &
KgaA, as the new firm is cryptically called, is in
Germany, employs about 5,000 people, and is
35% owned by Siemens.  On the Siemens side, its
antecedents are in the Electromedical Systems
division.

 The joint venture’s first product was
unveiled at the 2004 HIMSS Conference and
Exhibition.  It’s a new module for Siemens
Invision called  Invision ChartAssist.  The vendor
said it automatically collects data from patient
monitors and ventilators and feeds it into the
Invision electronic health record.  The system is
in use at the Nebraska Heart Institute, Siemens
said.  The companies plan to develop a product
portfolio “from emergency and critical care to the
OR and home care,” Drager said.

 That announcement comes on the heels
of news that Siemens has significantly enhanced
its latest Invision release.  The vendor didn’t give
details, but the function names -- “Physician
Order Entry Start Set,” “Clinical Notification
Inbox,” and “PDAccess Clinical Assistant Vital
Signs” -- pretty much speak for themselves.

We find it interesting--and worth watching
--that Siemens is touting new modules for
Invision, its older generation system, rather than
pumping its newer Soarian product line.


